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Quantum dynamics of lattice states with compact support in an extended Bose-Hubbard model

Peter Jason* and Magnus Johansson†

Department of Physics, Chemistry and Biology (IFM), Linköping University, SE-581 83 Linköping, Sweden
(Received 19 July 2013; published 4 September 2013)

We study the dynamical properties, with special emphasis on mobility, of quantum lattice compactons (QLCs) in
a one-dimensional Bose-Hubbard model extended with pair-correlated hopping. These are quantum counterparts
of classical lattice compactons (localized solutions with exact zero amplitude outside a given region) of an
extended discrete nonlinear Schrödinger equation, which can be derived in the classical limit from the extended
Bose-Hubbard model. While an exact one-site QLC eigenstate corresponds to a classical one-site compacton, the
compact support of classical several-site compactons is destroyed by quantum fluctuations. We show that it is
possible to reproduce the stability exchange regions of the one-site and two-site localized solutions in the classical
model with properly chosen quantum states. Quantum dynamical simulations are performed for two different
types of initial conditions: “localized ground states” which are localized wave packets built from superpositions
of compactonlike eigenstates, and SU(4) coherent states corresponding to classical two-site compactons. Clear
signatures of the mobility of classical lattice compactons are seen, but this crucially depends on the magnitude of
the applied phase gradient. For small phase gradients, which classically correspond to a slow coherent motion,
the quantum time scale is of the same order as the time scale of the translational motion, and the classical mobility
is therefore destroyed by quantum fluctuations. For a large phase instead, corresponding to fast classical motion,
the time scales separate so that a mobile, localized, coherent quantum state can be translated many sites for
particle numbers already of the order of 10.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.88.033605 PACS number(s): 03.75.Lm, 05.30.Jp, 05.45.Yv, 67.85.−d

I. INTRODUCTION

Localization is a fundamental and much studied phe-
nomenon in nonlinear physics [1]. Localized solutions arise
generically both in continuous (solitons) and discrete (discrete
breathers [2]) nonlinear Hamiltonian models. While solitons
typically are exponentially localized, implying that their tails
never become exactly zero, there exist some special solutions
that in fact are strictly zero outside a given region. These
are called compactons due to their compact support, and
were first studied by Rosenau and Hyman for a family of
partial differential equations (PDEs) with nonlinear dispersion
[3]. Because of their compact support, interactions between
compactons can only occur if they are in direct contact,
a property that might be of special interest for potential
applications.

The compact support does not generally survive a dis-
cretization of the model, but is instead typically turned
into a superexponential decay [2]. There do, however, exist
some models that support discrete compactons, or lattice
compactons, where the amplitude of a given boundary site
can be tuned to completely remove the coupling to its empty
neighbor site [4]. Of particular interest for this paper is
that lattice compactons were found in an extended discrete
nonlinear Schrödinger model (DNLS) [5], and that it has been
suggested that compactons analogous to these can be realized
experimentally in the mean-field regime for a Bose-Einstein
condenstate (BEC) in an optical lattice, using a rapidly varying
magnetic field to generate nonlinear dispersion [6].

Once the existence of breathers has been established, study-
ing their dynamics and, in particular, their mobility appears to
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be a natural continuation. Classical discrete breathers (DBs)
generally cannot move indefinitely in the lattice, but will
instead radiate energy to the rest of the lattice [2]. This is
due to a resonance between the breather’s coherent movement
and the linear plane waves. There are, however, situations
where DBs can move without loss of energy, for instance,
in the integrable Ablowitz-Ladik model [7]. In Ref. [5] it
was shown that the two-site compactons for that particular
extended DNLS can become mobile if the system parameters
are set close to the stability inversion between solutions mainly
localized on one and two sites, respectively (not necessarily
compactons). The mobility can then be initialized by a small
phase gradient and the compacton will move through the lattice
by a continuous transformation between on-site and intersite
profiles (although it is only compactonlike when it passes the
intersite configuration).

The ever increasing control of ultracold atoms in optical
lattices provides a possibility to study systems where quantum
corrections to the mean-field models become important.
The existence of quantum lattice compactons (QLCs) in an
extended Bose-Hubbard model, for which the extended DNLS
in Ref. [5] is the mean-field limit, were recently studied in
Ref. [8]. The ordinary Bose-Hubbard model is the most com-
monly used quantum lattice model for describing phenomena
related to correlated, ultracold bosons in optical lattices. It has,
for instance, been used to predict the Mott insulator-superfluid
transition [9,10], a prediction that was later experimentally
verified [11]. The model has also been used in other contexts,
e.g., to describe local-mode molecular vibrations [12,13]
and “quantum discrete breathers” [14]. The Bose-Hubbard
model is a tight-binding model that assumes a contact
interaction potential between the bosons so that only particles
on the same site can interact. Interactions are, however,
generally finite ranged, and by also considering interactions
between neighboring sites, the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian
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is extended with additional terms related to pair-correlated
hopping [15]. This leads to the extended Bose-Hubbard model
used in Ref. [8]. The model has been shown to be relevant
in both theoretical [15–19] as well as experimental [20]
studies.

The objective of this paper is to examine the purely
quantum dynamical properties of the QLCs found in Ref. [8],
with the main focus on mobility, and compare the results
with the ones for the classical model. The outline of our
presentation is as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the extended
Bose-Hubbard model and discuss how it is connected to an
extended DNLS model. In Sec. III we discuss and review
some results regarding the classical lattice compactons found
for this extended DNLS model. After reviewing and discussing
some properties of the QLC eigenstates from Ref. [8] in
Sec. IV A, quantum dynamical simulations are performed for
two different types of initial states: localized ground states
(Sec. IV B) and SU(4) coherent states (Sec. IV C). We will use
exact numerical diagonalization in our dynamical simulations,
and the system sizes are then normally restricted to rather
modest system sizes due to the rapidly increasing size of the
Hilbert space with the number of sites and particles [21].
However, since compactons and states close to compactons
are so well localized, it is possible to restrict the simulations
to rather small lattices, only a few sites bigger than the
compacton, and thus be able to use (in this context) quite
many particles and better connect with the classical model.
Most of our work in Sec. IV is therefore focused on two-site
QLCs in four-site lattices, using up to 40 particles. This type
of system might even be of particular interest in itself, since
BECs in four-site lattices (plaquettes) in fact have been realized
experimentally [22]. In Sec. V, we summarize our results and
conclude.

II. MODEL

An extended Bose-Hubbard model is considered in this
paper. The ordinary Bose-Hubbard model can be derived from
a general many-body Hamiltonian with two-body interactions
under the following assumptions: (i) The mean thermal and
interaction energies of the atoms are much smaller than the
spacing between the lowest-energy and next-lowest-energy
band, which makes it sufficient to only include the lowest
one; (ii) the optical lattice is deep enough for the Wannier
functions to become localized on essentially one site; and
(iii) the interactions are so short ranged that they only have
to be considered between bosons on the same site [23].

Going into higher-order approximations, it may some-
times be relevant to relax the third assumption and include
interactions between bosons on nearest-neighboring sites
[15,20]. This leads to the following extended Bose-Hubbard
Hamiltonian:

Ĥ =
f∑

m=1

Q1N̂m + Q2(â†
mâm+1 + â

†
m+1âm) + Q3N̂

2
m

+Q4[4N̂mN̂m+1 + (â†
m+1)2(âm)2 + (â†

m)2(âm+1)2]

+ 2Q5
{
[(â†

m)2 + (â†
m+1)2]âmâm+1 + â†

mâ
†
m+1

× [
(âm)2 + (âm+1)2]}, (1)

where f is the number of sites, â
(†)
m the bosonic annihilation

(creation) operator for site m, and N̂m = â
†
mâm the correspond-

ing number operator. Periodic boundary conditions will be
employed throughout the paper (â(†)

f +1 = â
(†)
1 ). Note that this

Hamiltonian uses a different parameter convention compared
to Ref. [8], in which Q2 is replaced by Q2/2.

The number of independent Q parameters in Eq. (1) can
be reduced to three. Q1 can be redefined by shifting the
zero-point energy since Ĥ commutes with the total number
operator, N̂ = ∑

m N̂m, i.e., since the total number of particles
is conserved. It is also possible to fix one additional parameter,
which corresponds to rescaling the energy. We will set Q1 = 0
and Q3 = −1/2N in this paper, where N is the total number
of particles in the system. The reason for choosing Q3 as this
will be explained later. This consequently leaves Q2, Q4, and
Q5 as independent parameters.

Choosing Q3 to be negative essentially makes the model
attractive and compactons will be expected to be one of
the lowest-energy states. In Ref. [8] a repulsive model was
considered, with Q3 = 1, and the highest-energy state was
instead studied. Those results can, however, be mapped on
the attractive model and the ground state, since Qi → −Qi ,
i = 1,3,4, together with a staggered transformation, â

(†)
m →

(−1)mâ
(†)
m , results in Ĥ → −Ĥ .

The ordinary Bose-Hubbard model is recovered when
Q4 = Q5 = 0. A different parameter convention is often used
when dealing with this model: Q1 = −U/2 − μ, Q3 = U/2,
Q2 = −J , with μ being the chemical potential. This model
is commonly interpreted as a competition between the on-site
interaction energy (U term) and kinetic energy (J term) [23].
The interaction term is basically the number of particle pairs
on a site, multiplied with the interaction energy U between two
atoms. The kinetic term, on the other hand, contains operators
of type â

†
m+1âm, which tunnels one particle from site m to its

neighbor m + 1.
When Q4,Q5 �= 0, additional types of tunneling and inter-

action become present. The term proportional to Q4 contains
N̂mN̂m+1, which is related to the interaction energy between
atoms on neighboring sites, and (â†

m+1)2(âm)2 which is corre-
lated tunneling of two particles from site m to m + 1. The term
proportional to Q5 contains two different types of conditioned
tunneling: (â†

m+1)2âmâm+1 = â
†
m+1âmn̂m+1 tunnels one particle

from m to m + 1, but only if there already resides at least one
particle at site m + 1, and â

†
mâ

†
m+1(âm)2 = â

†
m+1âm(n̂m − 1)

tunnels one particle, also from m to m + 1, but this time if
there is more than one particle on site m.

One objective of this paper is to compare the dynamics
of a quantum mechanical model with the dynamics of the
corresponding mean-field model. It is therefore crucial to
determine how the parameters should scale with the number
of particles N , both to be able to compare quantum systems
with different N and to have a well-defined classical limit
as N → ∞. The parameters can therefore be considered to be
functions of N , Qj = Qj (N ). The actual number of particles is
obviously not an adequate measure when N → ∞. It is better
instead to look at the relative number of particles, a property
that can also be compared between systems with different N .
The relative population on site m is the expectation value of the
scaled number operator n̂m = b̂

†
mb̂m, where b̂

(†)
m = â

(†)
m /

√
N .
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The time evolution of b̂m is given by Heisenberg’s equation
of motion

ih̄
db̂m

dt

= Q1b̂m + Q2(b̂m+1 + b̂m−1) + Q3N (2n̂mb̂m + b̂m/N)

+Q4N
[
4b̂m(n̂m+1 + n̂m−1) + 2b̂†m

(
b̂2

m−1 + b̂2
m+1

)]
+ 2Q5N

[
2b̂†m(b̂mb̂m+1 + b̂mb̂m−1)

+ b̂
†
m+1

(
b̂2

m + b̂2
m+1

) + b̂
†
m−1

(
b̂2

m + b̂2
m−1

)]
. (2)

Equation (2) suggests that two systems with different numbers
of particles, N1 and N2, can be compared if Q2(N1) = Q2(N2)
and N1Q3,4,5(N1) = N2Q3,4,5(N2). Remember that we will
set Q1 = 0. It also indicates how the parameters should scale
for the classical limit to be defined properly. Introducing a
renormalized Planck’s constant, ˆ̄h = h̄/N , it becomes evident
that the classical limit, formally h̄ → 0, can also be achieved
by letting N → ∞ with fixed h̄. In order for this limit to
be well defined, the parameters must scale as Q2(N ) ∼ h̄,
Q3,4,5(N ) ∼ h̄/N . From now on we will use normalized units,
h̄ = 1, which justifies why we set Q3 = −1/2N (the factor
−1/2 is chosen so that the other parameters relate with the
ones in Ref. [5] in a simple way).

Taking the expectation value of (2) with a tensor product of
Glauber coherent states [24,25] leads to the extended DNLS
model in Ref. [5]. The classical wave function and its complex
conjugate is then identified with the expectation value, taken
with Glauber coherent states, of the annihilation and creation
operator, respectively. The drawback of the Glauber coherent
state factorization is that it is not an eigenstate to the total
number operator, and since Hamiltonian (1) preserves the total
number of particles, it is desirable to derive a mean-field model
using a trial state that is in fact an eigenstate to N̂ . This can be
achieved with a SU(f ) coherent state, defined as

|SU(f )〉 = 1√
NNN !

(
f∑

m=1

�ma†
m

)N

|vac〉,
(3)∑

m

|�m|2 = N,

with f being the number of sites and |vac〉 the vacuum state.
Employing a time-dependent variational principle (TDVP)
[26] to Hamiltonian (1) with the SU(f ) coherent states leads
to the following effective Hamiltonian:

H =
∑
m

(Q1 + Q3)|�m|2 + Q2(�m�∗
m+1 + �m+1�

∗
m)

+ N − 1

N

{
Q3|�m|4 + Q4

(
4|�m|2|�m+1|2 + �2

m�∗2
m+1

+�2
m+1�

∗2
m

) + 2Q5
[
�m�m+1

(
�∗2

m + �∗2
m+1

)
+ (

�2
m + �2

m+1

)
(�∗

m�∗
m+1)

]}
. (4)

Replacing the factor (N − 1)/N in Eq. (4) with unity will result
in the Hamiltonian that is produced if one would have used
a Glauber coherent state factorization instead of the SU(f )
coherent state in the TDVP. The two Hamiltonians are thus
identical in the classical limit.

�m and i�∗
m are conjugated variables in this description

and the dynamics is thus determined by id�m/dt = ∂H/∂�∗
m.

|�m|2 is the average occupation on site m, and it is once again
desirable to work with a relative rather than absolute quantity,
i.e., to change from �m to �m = �m/

√
N . If �m and i�∗

m

are to be conjugated variables, then it is necessary to redefine
the time scale and/or the Hamiltonian. It is most convenient
for our purposes to not change the time scale, resulting in the
following Hamiltonian:

H =
∑
m

(Q1 + Q3)|�m|2 + Q2(�m�∗
m+1 + �m+1�

∗
m)

+ (N − 1)
{
Q3|�m|4 + Q4

(
4|�m|2|�m+1|2 + �2

m�∗2
m+1

+�2
m+1�

∗2
m

) + 2Q5
[
�m�m+1

(
�∗2

m + �∗2
m+1

)
+ (

�2
m + �2

m+1

)
(�∗

m�∗
m+1)

]}
. (5)

Hamiltonian (5) is identical to the one used in Ref. [5] upon
changing the parameters as (Q1 + Q3) → QMF

1 , Q2 → QMF
2 ,

and Q3,4,5(N − 1) → QMF
3,4,5, where the superscript is used

to distinguish the parameters that are used in the classical
mean-field model. This connection between Hamiltonians (1)
and (5) is the primary motivation for studying compactons in
this particular extended Bose-Hubbard model.

III. CLASSICAL LATTICE COMPACTONS

The classical one-dimensional m-site lattice compacton is
a solution to a discrete equation which is completely localized
on m consecutive sites. One should, however, note that lattice
models generally are constructed by basis functions with
nonvanishing tails, and that lattice compactons, classical as
well as quantum mechanical, are only compactons in the
discrete framework, not in the underlying continuous system.

Classical compactons can be produced for the extended
DNLS equation by demanding that the coupling between the
occupied sites on the edges of the compacton and their empty
neighbors vanishes. This introduces a parameter relation
between QMF

2 and QMF
5 . For the two-site compacton, i.e., solu-

tions of type (�1, . . . ,�f ) = (0, . . . ,0,2−1/2,2−1/2,0, . . . ,0),
which will be the focus of the quantum mechanical work, the
parameter relation reads QMF

2 = −QMF
5 [5].

Compactons can be given a “kick” in one direction by
introducing a linear phase gradient to the stationary com-
pacton: �n → �ne

inθ , −π < θ � π . Larger phase gradients,
i.e., closer to ±π/2, give the compacton a harder kick and it
will, if mobile, travel faster through the lattice [5]. But in order
for the compacton to actually be mobile, i.e., so that it moves
through the lattice and periodically returns to a profile close to
the original, the parameters must be tuned carefully.

The mobilities of two-site compactons with small phases
are connected to transitions between on-site centered (OS)
and intersite centered (IS) modes [5]. There is generally an
energy difference between the two modes which leads to
an energy barrier that the compacton must overcome (i.e.,
have a large enough phase gradient) to move one lattice site.
This energy barrier, called the Peierls-Nabarro barrier, can
actually depend on other intermediate solutions as well, but
the difference between OS and IS modes gives at least a lower
limit of the barrier. The energy barrier will also cause the
kicked compacton to radiate energy to the rest of the lattice so
that it gradually loses its compacton character.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Time evolution of |�i |2 in a four-site lattice for QMF
2 = −QMF

5 = 0.3 and θ = 0.1. One can distinguish the IS region
(left figure, QMF

4 = −0.13) where the compacton gets trapped on two sites, the OS region (right figure, QMF
4 = −0.07) where it is trapped on

one site, and the mobile region (middle figure, QMF
4 = −0.10) where it travels through the lattice without much energy loss. Note that in the

mobile region, it periodically returns to something very close to the compacton structure with a population of ≈0.5 on two adjacent sites.

It is, however, possible to greatly increase the mobility of
a compacton by reducing the energy difference between the
IS and OS modes. This is equivalent to setting the parameters
close to the stability inversion between these modes [5].

Figure 1 shows the dynamics of a kicked two-site com-
pacton with θ = 0.1 in a four-site lattice with QMF

2 = −QMF
5 =

0.3 when Q4 is set in the IS-stable (left), OS-stable (right),
and mobile region (middle). The Peierls-Nabarro barrier is
too large (for the given phase) in the left and right plots
and the compacton is therefore trapped on two and one
sites, respectively. In the mobile region, close to the stability
inversion, the compacton can travel through the lattice with
only a small energy loss. Notice that it keeps returning
to something which is almost completely localized in two

consecutive sites, i.e., a compacton. Good mobility is found,
for the given parameter values, in the region −0.125 � QMF

4 �
−0.09. There is a similar behavior also for larger lattices, but
with slight shifts of the region limits and period times.

The classical dynamics for a compacton with a large phase
is somewhat different from the dynamics of small phases.
This is a considerable perturbation, and one might therefore
generally expect more energy radiation from the compacton
to the rest of the lattice. The size of the lattice will therefore
be of greater importance; in smaller lattices there are fewer
sites for the radiation to distribute over, which results in a
larger background. The effect of the lattice size is shown in
Fig. 2, where a four-site and a 100-site lattice is shown for
parameter values that would correspond to the IS, mobile, and
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Time evolution of |�i |2 for QMF
2 = −QMF

5 = 0.3 and θ = 1. The upper (lower) row shows a four-site (100-site)
lattice with, from left to right, QMF

4 = −0.2, −0.1, −0.06. A mobile localized solution is found in both the four-site and 100-site lattice (middle
figures). For these figures, the ith peak corresponds to the (i + 1)th site (modulo 4 and 100, respectively). Signs of the IS- and OS-stable
regions can be distinguished in the 100-site lattice since the solution gets trapped on two and one sites, respectively. This cannot be done in the
four-site lattice.
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OS regimes for a small phase. These three regimes can indeed
be identified, in analogy with Fig. 1, in the 100-site lattice.
Note though that, due to the radiation, |�i |2 of the two most
populated sites intersect at ∼0.41 [IS regime, Fig. 2(d)] and
∼0.45 [mobile regime, Fig. 2(e)] instead of at ∼0.5, as for the
smaller phase [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. It is not possible to see any
clear signs of the OS and IS regimes in the four-site lattice,
however. The dynamics is instead irregular for these parameter
values. Comparing Figs. 2(b) and 2(e) also shows the effect of
the larger background in the four-site lattice: The intersections
of |�|2 for the two highest populated sites, as well as the peaks
of |�i |2, will fluctuate but will also have higher values than
compared to the 100-site lattice. The kicked compacton will
also travel faster in the four-site lattice, which is connected to
a larger nonlinear coupling.

IV. QUANTUM LATTICE COMPACTONS

A. Eigenstates

We will now try to extend the concept of an m-site lattice
compacton to the quantum world. A natural way to do this is
to define it as an eigenstate to the Hamiltonian, in this paper
given by (1), with a total certainty of finding all particles in
the system on m adjacent sites [8]. We will refer to this as a
QLC eigenstate. There are, however, some things that must be
addressed with this definition. We will also talk about the less
restrictive QLC state, i.e., not necessarily an eigenstate.

Hamiltonian (1) commutes with the total number operator
N̂ , and the total number of particles is thus conserved.
Ĥ and N̂ commute also with the translation operator, de-
fined as T̂ |n1,n2, . . . ,nf 〉 = |n2, . . . ,nf ,n1〉, and the Hamil-
tonian can thus be block diagonalized in a basis consisting
of mutual eigenstates of T̂ and N̂ . States of the form∑

j exp( 2πki
f

j )T̂ j |n1, . . . ,nf 〉, k = 0, . . . ,f − 1, constitute
what is probably the simplest basis of this kind [21]. We
will refer to such a basis state with all particles located on
m consecutive sites, all m sites having at least one particle, as
an m-site basis state. We will especially denote the two-site
basis states as

|χ (k)(n)〉
= 1√

f

∑
j

exp

(
2πki

f
j

)
T̂ j |N − n,n,0, . . . ,0〉. (6)

Possible m-site QLC eigenstates can thus be labeled with a k

index and will generally have the following form:

|mQLC〉k =
∑

γ

cγ√
f

f −1∑
j=0

exp

(
2πki

f
j

)

× T̂ j
∣∣n(γ )

1 , . . . ,n(γ )
m ,0, . . . ,0

〉
, (7)

where γ indicates different ways of distributing all N particles
on m consecutive sites. The QLC eigenstates (7) are thus
generally delocalized in the sense that there is an equal
probability of finding the compacton located anywhere on
the lattice, a consequence of them being eigenstates also to
T̂ . Classical compactons are, on the other hand, obviously
localized on specific sites, and to create a truly localized
quantum state it is necessary to add up eigenstates with

different k values, analogously to localized electrons being
viewed as wave packets in solid state physics [21]. Our
dynamical studies will therefore be made with “wave pack-
ets” that are initially localized on certain sites in order to
compare classical and quantum results. We will, however,
start by recapping results from Ref. [8], regarding QLC
eigenstates.

One-site QLC eigenstates are considerably simpler than
their several-site counterparts, since there is only one way to
distribute N particles on a given site, which in principle means
that there is no summation over γ in Eq. (7). Demanding
that the coupling between the site containing all N particles
and its empty neighbors vanishes leads to the parameter
relations Q2 = −2Q5(N − 1) and Q4 = 0, which, when
fulfilled, make states of type |N,0, . . . ,0〉 eigenstates to (1).
Translations of |N,0, . . . ,0〉 are obviously degenerated and
any linear combination of them, e.g., states of type (7), are
also eigenstates. Note that, in contrast to the classical case,
there is a restriction also on Q4.

It is not possible to extend this simple scheme to the
general several-site QLC eigenstate. We will use the two-site
compacton as an example to illustrate this. The classical
two-site compacton has an equal population on both occupied
sites and one might therefore expect that |χ (k)(N/2)〉 is an
important part of the quantum state. One can also argue that
since the coupling is population dependent, and we want to
cancel the coupling on both sides of the compacton, both sites
should have an equal population. While it is indeed possible
to cancel the coupling between the occupied sites and their
empty neighbors, the coupling between the two occupied
sites will still be present. This generates other states, e.g.,
|χ (k)(N/2 ± 1)〉, for which the coupling to the empty neighbor
is nonzero. This in turn will generate states with particles on
a third site, and it is thus no longer a two-site QLC. There
can, however, exist special cases with eigenstates that in fact
are completely localized on two sites, but these will never
correspond to a classical several-site lattice compacton and will
therefore not be studied in this paper. These eigenstates will,
for instance, only contain asymmetric states of type |χ (k)(1)〉
and |χ (k)(N − 1)〉 (see Ref. [27] for further details) and
rather correspond to a classical one-site compacton. Classical
several-site compactons correspond instead to quantum states
with a small, and in the classical limit vanishing, probability
of finding particles spread out over more than m sites [8].

Since the classical several-site compactons do not cor-
respond to exact quantum compacton eigenstates, we will
introduce some measures of “how close” a state is to a
quantum compacton state. In Ref. [8] the m-site compactness
was defined as

∑ |cγ |2, the sum running over the probability
amplitudes of all m-site basis states.

This is, however, not a sufficient measure for how well a
state corresponds to a classical m-site compacton. As an exam-
ple of this, we mentioned above that there exist eigenstates that
only contain |χ (k)(1)〉 and |χ (k)(N − 1)〉, which, while having a
two-site compactness of unity, rather correspond to a classical
one-site compacton (these eigenstates actually exist when the
one-site compacton condition is fulfilled). One should also
note that the basis states that contribute to the eigenstate, but
are not two-site basis states, may have only a small number
of particles on the sites “outside” the compacton. It therefore
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Quantities related to the localized ground state (see text for details) for 20 particles and Q2 = 0.3. The figure shows
(a) 〈n̂1〉, (b) 〈n̂2〉, (c) 〈n̂3〉, (d) 〈n̂4〉, (e) 〈4n̂1n̂2〉, (f) 〈4n̂2n̂3〉, (g) 〈4n̂3n̂4〉, (h) 〈4n̂4n̂1〉, and (i) two-site compactness. Expectation values are taken
with localized ground states. Lines in (i) indicate Q2 = −Q5N (solid) and Q2 = −Q5(N − 1) (dashed), two candidates of a two-site QLC con-
dition. The solid line in (a) indicates Q2 = −2Q5(N − 1), one of the two conditions (the other being Q4 = 0) for having an exact one-site QLC.

seems necessary to also look at other quantities, such as the
distribution of probability amplitudes, correlation functions,
and average values of the number operator, to get a more
complete view.

The maximum two-site compactness of the ground state
of an attractive model rises from 0.92 for eight particles to
approximately 0.975 for 30 particles (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [8]).
Plotting |cn|2, cn being the probability amplitude of |χ (k)(n)〉,
shows that these states follow Gaussian distributions centered
around N/2 (see Fig. 5 in Ref. [8]), and that they therefore
indeed correspond to classical two-site compactons.

B. Dynamics of localized ground states

1. Construction

We will study two different types of initial conditions in
our dynamical simulations, starting with what we will refer
to as localized ground states (LGSs). These are generated,
in analogy with work done on quantum breathers [14], by
taking a superposition of the lowest-energy eigenstates from
every k space, each with the same norm. Note though that
the LGS itself generally is not an actual eigenstate, since
eigenstates from different k spaces usually have different
eigenvalues. The energy splitting should, however, decrease
as N increases when the corresponding classical solution
is unique and localized, as expected from results regarding
quantum breathers [14]. This is confirmed later in the paper
(cf. Fig. 5).

How the relative phases of the eigenstates are chosen
will greatly affect many of the LGS properties. We will, for
reasons that will soon be explained, use the following phase
convention. The phase of each individual eigenstate is set so
that the probability amplitude of |χ (k)(N/2)〉 becomes real and
positive, unless the probability amplitude of |χ (2)(N/2)〉 (note
the superscript) vanishes. In that case, the phases instead are
chosen so that the probability amplitudes of the one-site basis
states are real and positive. Let us point out that even though
there are situations when this convention breaks down, and
the phases would be undefined, this does not happen in our
simulations.

Figure 3 shows 〈n̂i〉 and 〈4n̂i n̂i+1〉 (normalized to have a
maximum value of unity) together with the two-site compact-
ness for the LGS with 20 particles and Q2 = 0.3 as a function
of Q4N and Q5N . Variations of Q2 are discussed later.

One can quite clearly identify different stability regions
from the classical model in these figures (compare with Fig. 2
in Ref. [5]). These regions are perhaps most easily seen
in Fig. 3(e) where the red (dark) region (Q4N � −0.15)
corresponds to the OS-stable region and the yellow (light)
region to the IS-stable region. There is a distinct boundary
between the two regions, which is caused by a direct crossing
of the lowest and second lowest eigenstate in subspace k = 2.
The two states involved in the crossing belong to two different
symmetry classes of the reflection operator (R̂|n1,n2,n3,n4〉 =
|n4,n3,n2,n1〉), the symmetric (lowest eigenstate in the IS
region) and antisymmetric.
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This is essentially the reason for choosing the phases as
we do—for states that are antisymmetric under reflection the
probability amplitude of |χ (k)(N/2)〉 is necessarily zero. Our
phase convention therefore actually corresponds to setting
the probability amplitude of the one-site basis state real and
positive in the OS region and the probability amplitude of
|χ (k)(N/2)〉 real and positive in the IS region. The intention of
our phase convention is to make the LGSs symmetric around
site one in the OS region and around the point in between sites
1 and 2 in the IS region.

This might suggest to the reader that the actual reason the
regions are seen so clearly is because of our particular way
of choosing the phases. This is not entirely true; the regions
are clearly seen also for other conventions, for example, if
the probability amplitude of |χ (k)(N/2 + 1)〉 instead is set real
and positive (in all parameter space). The LGSs generated with
this convention would then deviate only slightly from IS- and
OS-symmetric states in their respective regions.

The IS and OS regions are themselves divided into two
separate areas, clearly seen as the left (black) and right part of
Fig. 3(c), for which the corresponding regions in the classical
model are associated with a certain phase (shown, only for the
IS mode, in Fig. 2 in Ref. [5]). The quantum phase can be
analyzed by looking at the expectation value and variance of
a cosine operator,

cos θ0 = â2â
†
1 + â1â

†
2√

2(2N̂1N̂2 + N̂1 + N̂2)
, (8)

θ0 being the phase difference between sites 1 and 2. This was
done also in the context of discrete quantum vortices [28].
Calculating this quantity, we found that 〈cos θ0〉 → 1 as N

increases in the left region, and 〈cos θ0〉 → −1 in the right
part, with the variance going to zero in both regions. We will
therefore, in agreement with the classical model, associate the
left part with phase θ0 = 0 and the right part with θ0 = π .

The phase apparently has a clear effect on the localization
of the LGS. In the OS region with θ0 = 0, the value of 〈n̂1〉
is rather high while the values of 〈n̂2〉 and 〈n̂4〉 are quite
low (almost zero in the black region) but identical and 〈n̂3〉
approximately zero. This indicates an OS-symmetric LGS,
centered on site 1, well localized on either one or three sites.

We have included a solid line for Q5N =
−Q2N/2(N − 1) = −3/19 in Fig. 3(a), which is one
of the parameter relations that must be fulfilled to have an
exact one-site compacton. The other, weaker, condition is
Q4 = 0, so although there is a white region in Fig. 3(a) where
〈n̂1〉 ≈ 1 and we are very close to a one-site compacton, exact
one-site QLCs are only found at the very top of the line. The
one-site compactonlike state does not disappear completely
outside the white region, but will instead be found, if one is in
the vicinity of the solid line, in a higher eigenstate.

In the θ0 = π part of the OS region, we can see that the value
of 〈n̂1〉 has decreased while all the other 〈n̂i〉 have increased
compared to the θ0 = 0 region. This indicates that the LGS is
more spread out in this part of parameter space. It is, however,
still OS symmetric since 〈n̂2〉 = 〈n̂4〉.

Note also that the crossover from the θ0 = 0 to the θ0 = π

regions in the OS regime is rather sharp. This is not an effect
of the phase convention, and the crossover can also be seen by

following a vertical line in Fig. 1 in Ref. [8]. From this figure
we also see that the “sharpness” of the crossover depends on
the value of Q2. Remember though that we use a different
parameter convention and that a set of values of Q2, Q4N ,
and Q5N in this paper corresponds to (Q2/N)/4, −Q4/2, and
Q5/2 in Ref. [8].

One can make similar observations for the IS region, with
the LGS well localized on sites 1 and 2 in the θ0 = 0 region, and
a bit more spread out in the θ0 = π region. Note also the high
value of 〈4n̂1n̂2〉 for θ0 = 0, which indicates that there is a high
probability of finding (almost) equally many particles on the
two sites. Compare this with 2−1/2(|N,0,0,0〉 + |0,N,0,0〉),
which would have 〈n̂1〉 = 〈n̂2〉 = 0.5, but 〈n̂1n̂2〉 = 0. The
sharp crossover between the θ0 = 0 and θ0 = π regions can be
seen also in Fig. 4 in Ref. [8] by following a vertical line.

There are several signs which indicate that the LGS is
close to a two-site QLC state in the area around Q5N ≈
−0.3: 〈n̂1〉 = 〈n̂2〉 ≈ 0.5, 〈n̂3〉 = 〈n̂4〉 ≈ 0, 〈4n̂1n̂2〉 ≈ 1, and
the two-site compactness is close to unity. As stated earlier,
there is some ambiguity on how the parameters Q3,4,5 should
scale, either as Q3,4,5(N ) ∼ 1/N or Q3,4,5(N ) ∼ 1/(N − 1).
These two ways are equivalent in the classical limit N → ∞,
but there can be differences for smaller particle numbers. Lines
for Q5 = −Q2/N (solid) and Q5 = −Q2/(N − 1) (dashed),
two relations which lead to the classical two-site compacton
condition as N → ∞, are included in Fig. 3(i). From this
we cannot see, and have not seen in any other calculations,
any clear differences between the two ways of scaling the
parameters. We have, for simplicity, therefore chosen to use
Q3,4,5(N ) ∼ 1/N , meaning that figures are plotted against
Q4N and Q5N and that the classical two-site compacton
condition, QMF

2 = −QMF
5 , is translated to Q2 = −Q5N (so

that Q5 generally is set to −Q2/N).
The actual values of the quantities plotted in Fig. 3 are

given in Table I for different values of Q4N with Q5N =
−Q2 = −0.3 [solid line in Fig. 3(i)] and 10–30 particles. The
top table is for parameter values deep in the IS region, with
high values of 〈n̂1〉, 〈n̂2〉, and 〈4n̂1n̂2〉. The middle table is set
in the IS regime, close to the exact crossing for 20 particles
(located at Q4N ≈ −0.1224). Note though that the position
of the crossing varies with the number of particles and that
the LGS for ten particles is OS symmetric. This state has also
a larger two-site compactness than the LGS for 20 and 30
particles. This is because, for 20 and 30 particles, there are
considerable contributions to the LGS also from states which
are not two-site basis states but also have a few particles on
the other sites. In the bottom table we have crossed over, only
just, to the OS regime also for 20 and 30 particles. Note that
the LGSs are truly OS and IS symmetric, i.e., 〈n̂1〉 = 〈n̂2〉 and
〈n̂3〉 = 〈n̂4〉 in the IS region and 〈n̂2〉 = 〈n̂4〉 in the OS region.

2. Tunneling of LGS

Figure 3 does not say anything about the dynamical
properties of the localized ground state; it only gives infor-
mation about the plotted quantities’ initial values. Under the
assumption that the LGS has high two-site compactness, and
that the eigenstates that constitute the LGS are similar (in the
sense that probability amplitudes of corresponding two-site
basis states are almost the same), the time evolution of 〈n̂i〉
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TABLE I. Values for the quantities shown in Fig. 3 for Q2 = −Q5N = 0.3 and different numbers of particles. The top table is for parameter
values deep in the IS region. The middle table corresponds to the IS region, close to the exact crossing, for 20 particles. Note though that the
LGS is OS symmetric for ten particles, since the parameter values of the exact crossing vary with the number of particles. The bottom table is
set just on the other side of the exact crossing, in the OS region.

N 〈n̂1〉 〈n̂2〉 〈n̂3〉 〈n̂4〉 〈4n̂1n̂2〉 〈4n̂2n̂3〉 〈4n̂3n̂4〉 〈4n̂4n̂1〉 Compactness

Q4N = −0.16
10 0.488 0.488 0.0115 0.0115 0.754 0.0191 0.00142 0.0191 0.892
20 0.495 0.495 0.00456 0.00456 0.865 0.01 0.000218 0.01 0.897
30 0.498 0.498 0.00219 0.00219 0.915 0.00488 5.75×10−5 0.00488 0.91

Q4N = −0.123
10 0.714 0.135 0.0166 0.135 0.311 0.0122 0.0122 0.311 0.746
20 0.476 0.476 0.0238 0.0238 0.692 0.0416 0.00503 0.0416 0.744
30 0.477 0.477 0.0231 0.0231 0.711 0.0431 0.00464 0.0431 0.665

Q4N = −0.122
10 0.716 0.134 0.0163 0.134 0.31 0.012 0.012 0.31 0.744
20 0.695 0.145 0.0154 0.145 0.343 0.0127 0.0127 0.343 0.62
30 0.687 0.149 0.0155 0.149 0.354 0.0132 0.0132 0.354 0.513

can be calculated to be approximately

〈n̂1,2〉 = 0.25{1 + cos[(E0 − E2)t/2]

× cos[(E0 − 2E1 + E2)t/2]}, (9a)

〈n̂3,4〉 = 0.25{1 − cos[(E0 − E2)t/2]

× cos[(E0 − 2E1 + E2)t/2]}, (9b)

Ei being the lowest energy in k-space i (E1 = E3). This
description is expected to work well deep in the IS regime,
but remember that it is close to the IS-OS crossover where
the classical model exhibits good mobility. In Fig. 4 we plot
the time evolution of 〈n̂i〉 for the same parameter values as in
Table I, however, only for 20 particles. We can see that Eq. (9)
describes the time evolution very well for Q4N = −0.16, and
reasonably well for Q4N = −0.123. It especially captures the
period time of the oscillations. The quantum time scale is thus
well approximated in the IS regime by 1/(E2 − E0), since
E2 − E0 > E2 − 2E1 + E0. The description breaks down, as
expected, as we cross into the OS regime, but 1/(E2 − E0)

still seems to be a good approximation of the quantum time
scales (see Refs. [14,29]).

In Fig. 5(a) we plot 1/(E2 − E0) together with 1/(E2 −
2E1 + E0) for 20 particles as a function of Q4N , and in
Fig. 5(b) we plot 1/(E2 − E0) as a function of particle number
for different values of Q4N—both for Q2 = −Q5N = 0.3.

Figure 5(a) shows that 1/(E2 − E0), and 1/(E2 − 2E1 +
E0) are decreasing as Q4N approaches the exact crossing.
One can see that there is an exponential increase with N of the
quantum time scale for Q4N = −0.16, but as one approaches
the exact crossing, the increase slows down considerably,
apparently to something less than exponential (cf. similar
behavior close to an instability threshold in the two-component
Bose-Hubbard model [30]). The quantum time scale is thus
rather short, and also quite slowly increasing with the number
of particles, in the region where good mobility is expected.

3. Mobility of kicked LGS

In analogy with the work done on the classical model, we
will try to introduce mobility in the LGS by means of a phase
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Time evolution of 〈n̂i〉 for the localized ground state (lines) with 20 particles, Q2 = −Q5N = 0.3 and Q4N =
(a) −0.16, (b) −0.123, (c) −0.122. Circles indicate 0.25{1 + cos[(E0 − E2)t/2] cos[(E0 − 2E1 + E2)t/2]} and crosses 0.25{1 − cos[(E0 −
E2)t/2] cos[(E0 − 2E1 + E2)t/2]}, which overlap very well with the curves in (a), reasonably well in (b), and not at all for (c). In (c) we have
crossed over into the OS region, where the solution initially is located mainly on one site. The figures are given for the same parameter values
as Table I.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) 1/(E2 − E0) and 1/(E2 − 2E1 + E0) for 20 particles and Q2 = −Q5N = 0.3. Ei is the lowest energy in k-space
i. (b) shows 1/(E2 − E0) for the same values of Q2 and Q5N , Q4N = −0.16, −0.13, and −0.123 as a function of the number of particles.
The increase of 1/(E2 − E0) with the number of particles slows down drastically as one approaches the exact crossing.

gradient. A linear phase gradient θ (not to be confused with
θ0) is imprinted on the LGS by acting with a phase operator,
exp(

∑
j in̂j θj ), on the state. This phase corresponds to the

phase in the classical model [31]. In Fig. 6 we show the time
evolution of 〈n̂i〉 for a localized ground state with phase 0.1
(top row) and 1 (bottom row) for 20 particles. The plots are
for the same parameter values as Fig. 4, i.e., the left figures are
deep in the IS region and the middle and right ones are close
to the crossover but in the IS and OS regions, respectively.
Figures 6(a), 6(b), 6(d), and 6(e) therefore start with a large
fraction of the particles on two sites, while Figs. 6(c) and 6(f)
have the majority on one site.

Of special interest in these figures are the so-called
intersection points, where the two most populated sites have
the same value of 〈n̂i〉. This would be the points where it
returns to (something close to) the two-site compacton profile
if 〈n̂i〉 ≈ 0.5.

The plots with small phase show no signatures of a
mobile two-site compacton. In Fig. 6(b), which belongs to the
classically mobile region, one can see an initial accumulation
of particles on one site, corresponding to the transformation
from an IS to OS profile, but the quantum tunneling takes
over quite quickly and diffuses the particle over the whole
lattice. A small phase would classically correspond to a kicked
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Time evolution of 〈n̂i〉 for a localized ground state with 20 particles and Q2 = −Q5N = 0.3. The top row is for
phase 0.1 and the bottom row phase 1; columns show Q4N = −0.16 (left), −0.123 (middle, IS region), and −0.122 (right, OS region).
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compacton that travels slowly through the lattice. The quantum
time scale [Figs. 4(b) and 5(b)] is thus of the same order as
the time it would take the kicked compacton to travel one
site [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. This explains why we do not see clear
signs of the classical mobility for small phases. In Fig. 6(a),
which is deep in the IS regime, the solution gets (initially)
trapped on two sites, which classically corresponds to a too
large Peirels-Nabarro barrier [cf. Fig. 1(a)]. The parameters
for Fig. 6(c) are in the OS regime and the solution therefore
has mainly particles on one site initially.

For the large phase, on the other hand, there is a clear
signature of a mobile two-site compacton, especially in
Fig. 6(e) [cf. Fig. 2(b)]. There are obviously effects of diffusion
in the IS region as well, but one can see in Fig. 6(e) that the
solution returns, at least initially, to something with a large
fraction of the particles located on two sites. Note also the
difference between Figs. 6(e) and 6(f), i.e., of being in the IS
and OS regime. Even though both figures show what we may
call mobile solutions, the intersection points in Fig. 6(f) are,
not even initially, close to 0.5, and we can therefore not say
that it resembles a mobile two-site compacton. This is thus
an effect of the initial conditions, to compare with Fig. 6(d)
where we start with something close to a compacton, but which
“dies out” faster than in Fig. 6(e) because we are far from the
crossover, i.e., far from the classically mobile regime. This
would classically correspond to strong radiation due to a large
Peierls-Nabarro barrier.

Q2 has so far been fixed to 0.3, but how will variations of
this parameter affect the dynamics? This can be analyzed by
plotting the number of sites a localized ground state travels
before 〈n̂i〉 gets smaller than a certain value at an intersection
point. This is done in Fig. 7 with Q5N = −Q2 and 20 particles
for the “intersection value” 0.4. We can see that the localized
ground state travels most sites in a region around Q2 = 0.3
(which is the reason why we have used this value). There is
a clear boundary between the IS and OS region, with the OS
region being the black and dark red area in the upper part of
the figure. The dark red area is essentially an artifact of the

FIG. 7. (Color online) The figure shows how many sites a
localized ground state with θ = 1, for 20 particles and Q2 = −Q5N ,
travels before the population is less than 0.4 at an intersection point,
i.e., a point where 〈n̂i〉 is equal on the two highest populated sites.
The black and dark red region in the upper part corresponds to the OS
regime, where the LGS initially has a large fraction of the particles
on one site [cf. Fig. 6(f)].

FIG. 8. (Color online) Fidelity, |〈LGS|CS(0)〉|2, for Q2 = 0.3 and
20 particles.

value we have chosen for the intersection point; compare with
Fig. 6(f) where the first intersection point is just below 0.4.
Note also that the reason it is black and dark red is because of
how the initial conditions are chosen rather than how quickly
the solution dies out, as was discussed in connection with
Figs. 6(d)–6(f).

Figure 7 shows that the LGS, for 20 particles, at most travels
ten sites before 〈n̂i〉 is lower than 0.4 at an intersection point.
For ten particles this value is five sites and for 30 particles it
is 14 sites. The increase is thus not so rapid, which could be
suspected from Fig. 5.

C. Dynamics of SU(4) coherent states

In this section we will use SU(4) coherent states as initial
conditions. It was discussed in Sec. II that using SU(f )
coherent states as trial functions in a TDVP treatment leads
to the desired extended DNLS equation. A classical two-site
compacton with a linear phase gradient φ corresponds to
�1 = 1/

√
2, �2 = eiφ/

√
2, �3 = �4 = 0, which, plugged

into Eq. (3), leads to the following SU(4) [it actually belongs
to the subgroup SU(2)] [31] coherent QLC state:

|CS(φ)〉 = 1√
N !

(
a
†
1√
2

+ eiφa
†
2√

2

)N

|vac〉. (10)

We use φ to distinguish between the phase of the coherent
QLC state and the LGS, even though this way of introducing
the phase is equivalent to using the phase operator on a state
with φ = 0.

Figure 8 shows the fidelity, |〈LGS|CS(0)〉|2, between the
LGS and the coherent QLC state with φ = 0, for Q2 = 0.3
and 20 particles. There is a rather big overlap in the IS region
with θ0 = 0 (cf. Fig. 3). For a coherent QLC state with φ = π ,
the overlap would instead be big in the IS region with θ0 = π ,
however, not as big since the LGS is more spread out here.
From the figure we expect that the coherent QLC state behaves
similarly to the LGS in the IS region, especially in the θ0 = 0
area, but very differently in the OS region.

In Fig. 9 we show the dynamics of the QLC coherent state
for φ = 0.1 (top row) and φ = 1 (bottom row), Q4N = −0.16
(left column), −0.123 (middle column), and −0.11 (right
column), i.e., corresponding to Fig. 6 but with the right figures
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Dynamics of a coherent QLC state for 20 particles and Q2 = −Q5N = 0.3. The top row is for phase φ = 0.1 and
the bottom row φ = 1. The columns show Q4N = −0.16 (left), −0.123 (middle), and −0.11 (right).

moved further into the OS region (a plot for Q4N = −0.122
would be essentially identical to the plot for Q4N = −0.123).
The main difference between the coherent QLC state and the
localized ground state is that one can see clear signs of a mobile
two-site compacton also in the OS regime for the coherent QLC
state [compare Figs. 9(f) and 6(f) with Fig. 2(b)]. But here,
just as in the case with the LGS, the magnitude of the phase
is important for how well the classical two-site compacton
mobility is reproduced.

Figure 10 shows the number of sites a coherent QLC state
travels before 〈n̂i〉 at the intersection points gets smaller than
0.4 with Q5N = −Q2 and 20 particles, i.e., the same as Fig. 7
but for the coherent QLC state. The maximum value in the
figure is 11 sites, while for ten particles it would be five sites
and for 30 particles, 19 sites. Note that the white region does
not overlap with the part of Fig. 8 with high fidelity and that it
thus seems that the “best” way to reproduce a mobile two-site

FIG. 10. (Color online) Same as Fig. 7 but for a coherent QLC
state.

compacton is to start with a classically unstable (stationary)
solution and perturb it with a phase gradient. The optimal
parameter values are in fact located in an area around Q2 =
0.3, Q4N = 0.11, i.e., the parameter values for Fig. 9(f).

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed the existence and properties of quantum
lattice compactons (QLCs) in a Bose-Hubbard model extended
with pair-correlated hopping. The m-site QLC (eigen)state is
defined as an (eigen)state with a total certainty of finding
all particles on m consecutive sites. It is shown that it is
only the classical one-site compacton which corresponds to a
QLC eigenstate; classical several-site compactons correspond
instead to states with a small probability of finding particles
spread out over more than m sites.

We have studied the properties of what we call localized
ground states (LGSs), generated by a superposition of the
lowest eigenstates from all different k subspaces. With the aid
of these, we have been able to see clear quantum signatures
of the classical stability regions. The LGS will also be close
to a two-site QLC state, but not completely compact, in a
parameter regime which corresponds to the classical two-site
compacton condition. Dynamical simulations in this regime
show that the ability to reproduce the behavior of classical
mobile compactons heavily depends on the magnitude of the
phase gradient that is applied to give the LGS a kick. For small
phases, which in the classical model correspond to a slow,
coherent movement of the compacton, the quantum time scale
and the time it would take the particles to coherently tunnel
one site is of the same order. The classical mobility is thus
destroyed by quantum fluctuation. For a large phase, on the
other hand, corresponding to fast classical motion, these two
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time scales separate and it is possible to observe a coherent
translational motion of a localized quantum state for several
sites, already for particle numbers of the order of 10.

We have also performed dynamical simulations with SU(4)
coherent QLC states. This type of state can be used in a
mean-field treatment to derive the classical extended DNLS
model which support compactons. The coherent QLC state
overlaps well with the LGS in the part of parameter space
where the classical two-site compacton is stable. The overlap
is, however, very small in the classically unstable regime,
and the coherent QLC state shows, unlike the LGS, clear
signatures of a mobile two-site compacton also in this regime.
This would classically correspond to perturbing an initially

unstable two-site compacton. The coherent QLC state shows,
just as the LGS, a critical dependence on the magnitude of the
phase to reproduce the classical mobility.

We hope that our results will inspire experimental efforts
with BECs in optical lattices to observe quantum lattice
compactons, and also to explore the validity of the extended
Bose-Hubbard model in four-site plaquettes.
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